
UU CHURCH OF URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
PROPOSAL FOR 2-YEAR CONGREGATIONAL SOCIAL JUSTICE INITIATIVE 

 
Name of Proposed Initiative: Creating a Culture of Community Engagement at UUCUC  
 
Goals/What you hope to accomplish: 
An intentional culture of community engagement at UUCUC so that we serve as an effective 
resource for social justice in East Central Illinois. 
 
To accomplish this we will: 

● Shift culture: Create a culture that affirms and nourishes the expectation that we 
positively impact on the world by giving voice to our values;  e.g.: messaging and themes 
within our services and education; celebrations of advocacy efforts and impacts; 
speakers, concerts 

● Amplify voice: Encourage and enable individuals to find their appropriate means of 
expression; e.g: workshops, exhibitions, demonstrations of advocacy and action through 
music, poetry, dance, photography etc. organic formation of affinity groups 

● Develop infrastructure: create the infrastructure to organize and fund collective efforts 
that originate in the congregation; e.g.: networks for communication, organizing, 
information sharing; intentionality in budgeting and funding  

● Create connection: Establish networks within the community to unite and amplify voices 
of action; e.g.:  identifying and establishes collaborations and partnerships that can 
expand our reach 

● Catalyze action: Provide the training and tools to carry out effective advocacy; e.g.: 
workshops and training in non-violence, violence de-escalation, direct action, organizing, 
leadership, consensus decision making, media, messaging 

 
Explain why this proposed initiative is both timely and relevant for our congregation: 
The mission of UUCUC is to: Build Community, Seek Inspiration, Promote Justice, Find 
Peace. Our website states: 

We are an ally and refuge for the disenfranchised and marginalized. 

These are both statements are visions that require strategic action to fulfill.  There is a 
growing awareness that the congregation wants to be taking a more proactive role in the 
community by getting involved in racial, social, and environmental movements, but we currently 
lack robust vehicles to connect this energy and awareness to effective action. 
 
The church has a long history of reaching out to other congregations and community-based 
social, racial, and environmental groups. The entire community would benefit from the 
congregation of UUCUC being a resource that can be activated to show up for these 
complementary causes. 
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List up to five possible activities that you think will help achieve your goal. Where 
appropriate, identify what age groups could participate in the activity: 
 
We will carry out this initiative in four phases: 

Phase 0 - Build the Team 
The success of this initiative will depend to a large part on having a dedicated team with clear 
objectives and a commitment to translating vision to action. An effective team will include 
representation across the congregation, and be informed by meaningful connections with 
community leadership. This means it should be:  

● Cross-generational collaboration needs to have teens to octogenarians at the table 
throughout the initiative. 

● Multiracial. 
● Cross-class. 
● Inclusive of a diversity of UUCUC voices. 

 
To insure strong representation from the church youth, we will engage with YRUU to find 
members who are interested in engaging with this process. We could bill this as an internship to 
offer the inducement of a resume builder. We could potentially offer a stipend to put a focus on 
equity in the process. 

Phase 1 - Assessment and Visioning 
Before we begin this journey, we need to understand where we are and where we collectively 
and individually wish to go. 
 
Where are we? We will start with conducting a survey of members and friends to measure 
current experience and comfort with participating in various kinds of direct action. We will also 
create a guide for personal reflection so individuals and small groups can create a privately 
explore their own positions as part of  our collective assessment. 
 
What can we do? To help us understand what is possible and to learn what works, we will build 
relationships with other congregations that are known for their culture of community 
engagement. This will include other UU churches,  as well as other faith communities. We will 
arrange for visits to their congregations and invite speakers to present at our church. We will 
also build relationships with key social justice organizations and long-time social justice leaders 
in the community.  
 
What will we commit to do? Next, we will bring in a facilitator to assist a congregational 
discussion about our vision for an activist congregation and what we would like our community 
to look like as a result of this initiative. We will also bring in materials and train members of the 
congregation to help coach individuals and small groups through personal visioning practices. 
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Phase 2 - Transition 
Change requires the following conditions to exist: 

1. Awareness of the need to change 
2. Desire to participate in the change 
3. Knowledge of how to change 
4. Ability to implement required skills 

 
During the two-year initiative we will take positive steps to bring about these conditions in the 
individuals that make up our current and growing congregation. 
 
Awareness of the need to change 
Services: Lay the groundwork for the change by scheduling a series of services around 
education in this topic. Encourage the Minister to tie social issues in sermons to the need for 
activism.  
 
Circles: Create opportunities for groups in the church that are engaged in social, racial, gender, 
or environmental justice issues to discuss their struggles with the congregation. 
 
Self- and collective education resources:  

● Maintain a reading list, populate a library, and organize book clubs to study and discuss 
topics that catalyze engagement (e.g. witnessing whiteness).  

● Identify local and national databases for social justice education (e.g. CU-SURJ 
database). 

 
Awareness: To help new members of the church engage fully with the activist culture we will 
help create information for the new member orientation. We will also create printed materials for 
the social action and hospitality tables.  

 
Desire to participate in the change 
We will draw on the work of numerous theorists and practitioners  to engage potential leaders 
and participants in this church movement through the process of Agitation - helping people 
connect their emotions with the issues that drive them personally. Practices could include:  

● Work That Reconnects (Joanna Macy). 
● Theatre of the Oppressed/Rainbow of Desire (Boal).  
● Nonviolent Communication (Rosenberg/Kashtan). 

 
Knowledge of how to change 
Training: Bring in trainers to facilitate courses on various forms of activism Practices could 
include: 

● Movement Action Plan Model (Bill Moyers).  
● Bottom Up Organizing (Ella Baker/SNCC). 
● Nonviolent Direct Action. 
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● Alinsky Model (Alinsky). 
● Convergent Facilitation (Kashtan).  
● Consensus Decision Making.  

 
Resources:  

● Maintain a reading list, populate a library, and organize book clubs to study and discuss 
practical guides.  

● Identify local and national databases for action toolkits (e.g. CU-SURJ database on 
racial justice). 
 

Ability to implement required skills 
Accountability groups: Moving from ideas to action brings up unexpected challenges that are 
unique to each person and social context.  By utilizing “accountability buddies” and providing 
tools for reflection, participants will come to understand their personal and our communal 
inhibitors, detractors, and mistakes. From this crucial self knowledge we can reflexively move 
from the idea of acting effectively to consistent, reliable, engagement.  
 
Engagement opportunities: Drawing on and extending the MAP model, create opportunities for 
everyone, regardless of experience, or expertise, to participate.  Find the appropriate resources, 
and explore, as a form of activism: 

● Performance: song, poetry, street theatre, puppets, dance.  
● Visual culture: art, photography. 
● Public visibility: buttons, signs, chants. 
● Disruption: Non-Violent Direct Action. 
● Civic engagement: attending public meetings, writing to representatives, taking on civic 

roles (e.g. school board). 
● Writing: letters to the editor, blogs, essays, personal letters. 
● Social media: twitter, facebook, instagram. 
● Personal/communal: difficult conversations with family, co-congregants.  

 
Support Sustainability: Encourage individual and collective self care. If we do not help 
ourselves, it is not likely that we have a ton of left over energy to help others. 
 
Infrastructure: To match the expanding set of skills possessed by the congregation, we will 
create means by which congregants can leverage UUCUC resources for engagement.  

● Mailing lists, e-news, and other communications channels.  
● Creating interest groups (green UUs, Bail Bond, Racial Justice, etc) to bring people 

together and allow them to call up congregational support for their actions.  
● Facilitate formation of affinity groups that will work together to build trust in each other 

and participate together in actions.  
● Develop practices to support communication through conflict including forms such as 

Nonviolent Communication and restorative justice.  
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Phase 3 - Reinforcement 
After completing the transition, we want to make sure that the cultural changes “stick” and that 
new members of the congregation are brought into these new cultural norms. 
 
Re-assessment: We will start by repeating the survey that was performed at the start of the two 
year initiative and report the findings to the congregation. 
 
We will take steps to reinforce and enhance connections with activist arms of other faith 
communities in town as well as with activist groups in town that are compatible with our values. 
 
Re-connection: Finally, we will institute a quarterly meeting of representatives from the 
environmental, social, gender, and racial justice groups in the church. This will facilitate 
breaking down of silos between these groups and help prepare activists within the church for 
actions they may be called on to assist in the next quarter. 
 
Do you already have outside organizations or church groups that are interested in 
helping with or participating in this initiative? If so, please list. 

● Community Mother Dawn Blackman worshipping at Church of the Brethren@1210 N 
Neil Street has expressed interest . 

● Bend the Arc is a Jewish activist organization that is quite active in Champaign Urbana. 
They expressed interest in working with us. 

● CU Showing up for Racial Justice is a multi-racial group that mobilizes people to engage 
in racial justice work. They would like to collaborate with this project. 

 
Would you be willing, in the spirit of intersectionality, to work with others in ways that 
may broaden your proposal beyond your initial thoughts? Yes - that is the intention of this 
proposal. 
 
Please identify names and contact information for those who plan to lead or support this 
initiative. Include names, phone numbers, and email addresses 
 

Ben Galewsky ben@peartreestudio.net (217) 714 2160 

Ken Salo ken.salo@gmail.com 217.174.6530 

Jan Kalmar jankalmarjoy@gmail.com (217) 649-7509 

Pam Richart pamelarichart1@gmail.com 773.556.3418 

Lan Richart lrichart@ecojusticecollaborative.org 773.556.3417 
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